Start your Unique Virtual Journey with Mindray at ECR2020

The ECR 2020 Virtual is in full swing from July 15-21. During this critical moment, Mindray aims to
provide you with a comprehensive solution which guarantees more precise diagnosis and treatment
for better patient care.
With deep insights into unmet clinical needs, Mindray oﬀers a unique virtual tour with multiple
intelligent applications to help address your clinical challenges throughout the whole care continuum.

How CLEAR can you see a liver?

During diagnostic procedure, quick detection and evaluation will contribute greatly to improving
clinician’s conﬁdence on disease diagnosis and early intervention.
Applying Mindray’s exclusive Ultra-wide Beam Tracking technology, Sound Touch Elastography,
clinicians are able to evaluate tissue stiﬀness easily with comprehensive quantitative elastic analysis,
thus enhancing their diagnostic conﬁdence.

How to use ONLY one ultrasound for fusion?

Nowadays, fusion imaging is widely acknowledged in ultrasound clinical practice as it combines the
advantages of CT/MRI and the real time ultrasound together to improve the accuracy of pathology
diagnosis as well as ultrasound guided intervention.
However, this time, Mindray is ready to amaze you with our 3D US-US fusion imaging which can be
applied without CT/MRI and guarantee precise and simple fusion imaging during interventional
procedure.
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Care with less stethoscope, more Ultrasound?

As a non-invasive, rapid, safe and accurate examination method, ultrasound plays an increasing role
to monitor patient status under diﬀerent clinical environment.
With dedicated solutions yet agile mobility, portable ultrasound can adapt to multiple environment
easily with no compromise in imaging performance, helping clinicians to address diagnostic
challenges and make rapid decision in nowadays fast-paced, overburdened and demanding hospital
environments.

Meet the Expert

How to access to numerous advanced scientiﬁc programs just at home?
Along with the journey, a series of insightful educational sessions are provided every day at Mindray’s
virtual booth, where a line-up of leading radiology experts has come together to share their expertise
and latest ﬁndings in the ﬁeld of vascular imaging, CEUS, elastography, fusion imaging and so on.
It also serves as a well-established platform for you to communicate the up-to-date ideas and
technologies with key opinion leaders by simply one click.

Demo Center

Still wondering how to scan properly with ultrasound under diﬀerent situations?
Be sure to stop by our exclusive Demo Center, which displays more than 15 short demos to present
the key scanning skills across all applications.

Now, don’t hesitate to start your unique virtual journey with Mindray at ECR2020 to share our latest
innovations!
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